We derive properties of closed billiard trajectories in convex bodies in R n . Building on techniques introduced by K. and D. Bezdek we establish two regularity results for length minimizing closed billiard trajectories: one for billiard trajectories in general convex bodies, the other for billiard trajectories in the special case of acute convex polytopes. Moreover, we attach particular importance to various examples, also including examples which show the sharpness of the first regularity result. arXiv:2003.00599v1 [math.DS]
Introduction
In this paper we analyze closed billiard trajectories in convex bodies in R n . The billiard trajectories are meant to be Euclidean which for bouncing points locally means: The angle of reflection equals the angle of incidence. This local reflection rule can be seen as consequence of the global least action principle. For a planar billiard table boundary this principle means that a billiard trajectory segment pp j´1 , p j , p j`1 q minimizes the Euclidean length in the space of all paths connecting p j´1 and p j`1 via a reflection at the billiard table boundary.
From the geometric optics point of view, Euclidean billiards describe the wave propagation in a medium which is not only homogeneous and isotropic but also contains perfectly reflecting mirrors.
There is generally much interest into the study of billiards: Problems in almost every mathematical field can be related to problems in mathematical billiards, see for example [7] , [8] and [10] for comprehensive surveys. Euclidean billiard trajectories in the plane have been investigated intensively. Nonetheless, so far not much is known about Euclidean billiard trajectories on higher-dimensional "tables".
The aim of this paper is to establish two regularity results for length minimizing closed Euclidean billiard trajectories in higher-dimensional convex bodies and to show how these results can be used to calculate (manually and computationally) these trajectories for certain classes of convex polytopes.
Let us precisely define closed Euclidean billiard trajectories based on the above mentioned least action principle. Definition 1.1. Let T Ă R n be a convex body, i.e. a compact convex set with nonempty interior, which from now on we call the billiard table. We say that a closed polygonal line with pairwise distinct vertices p 1 , ..., p m on the boundary of T (denoted by BT ), is a closed billiard trajectory in T if for every j P t1, ..., mu there is a T -supporting hyperplane H j through p j such that p j minimizes (1) ||s p j´pj´1 ||`||p j`1´s p j || Date: March 3, 2020. over all s p j P H j , where p m`1 " p 1 and p 0 " p m , and if p j is not contained in the line segment connecting p j´1 and p j`1 . We encode this closed billiard trajectory by pp 1 , ..., p m q and call its vertices bouncing points. Its length is given by (2) ppp 1 , ..., p m" m ÿ j"1 ||p j`1´pj ||.
We call a boundary point p P BT smooth if there is a unique T -supporting hyperplane through p. We say that BT is smooth if every boundary point is smooth.
We remark that the notion of billiard trajectories is usually used for classical trajectories, i.e. for trajectories with bouncing points in smooth boundary points (billiard table gangs) while they stop in nonsmooth boundary points (billiard table holes). Definition 1.1 generalizes this classical billiard reflection rule to nonsmooth boundaries. To the author's knowledge the papers [3] , [6] and [4] in order were among the first suggesting a detailed study of these generalized billiard trajectories.
This definition implies the local billiard reflection rule: The angle of reflection equals the angle of incidence. In this generalized version the angle of incidence/reflection is the angle enclosed by the incoming/reflecting billiard trajectory and the hyperplane which appears within the minimization in (1) . Since there are infinitely many different T -supporting hyperplanes through nonsmooth boundary points of the billiard table T , the billiard reflection rule may produce different bouncing points following two already known consecutive ones.
In order to state the first regularity result let N T ppq :" tn P R n : xn, y´py ď 0 for all y P T u be the outer normal cone at T in the point p P BT . Then the first regularity result reads as follows:
Theorem 1.2. Let T Ă R n be a billiard table and p " pp 1 , ..., p m q a length minimizing closed billiard trajecotry in T . Further, let T X V be the smallest affine section of T containing p. Then, it follows dim V " m´1 and
(3) dim pN T pp j q X V 0 q " 1 for all j P t1, ..., mu, where V 0 is the vector subspace that is parallel to the affine subspace V .
From dim V ď n it follows that m ď n`1. Furthermore, dim V " m´1 implies that p is maximally spanning, i.e. dim pconvtp 1 , ..., p m uq " m´1.
In fact, (3) is a regularity result: If m " n`1, meaning that V " R n , then p is regular, i.e. all bouncing points of p are smooth boundary points of T ; in other words: N T pp j q is one-dimensional for all j P t1, ..., mu. For n " 2 this means that every length minimizing billiard trajectory in T has either two or three bouncing points, while in the latter case all of them are smooth boundary points of T . Some special cases of Theorem 1.2 were already known: In [4] it has been proven for length minimizing closed billiard trajectories that m is bounded from above by n`1. In [2] it was shown the two-dimensional case, while in [1] it has been proven that every length minimizing closed billiard trajectory in T Ă R n with n`1 bouncing points is regular.
For the second regularity result we introduce the following definition: Let P Ă R n be a convex polytope, i.e. a bounded intersection of finitely many closed halfspaces of R n with nonempty interior. Let F 1 , ..., F k be the facets, i.e. the pn´1qdimensional faces, of P where we denote by q 1 , ..., q k the inward unit normal vectors to them. For i, j P t1, ..., ku with i ‰ j and dim pF i X F j q " n´2 let γ ij P p0, πq be the angle enclosed by q i and q j . Then α ij " π´γ ij is called the dihedral angle between F i and F j . The dihedral angle α ij is called acute when α ij P p0, π 2 q. We call P acute if all dihedral angles of P are acute.
Then the second regularity result is:
Let P Ă R n be an acute convex polytope that plays the role of the billiard table. Then every length minimizing closed billiard trajectory in P is maximally spanning, regular and has n`1 bouncing points.
This second regularity result is an improvement of Theorem 1.1 in [1] for the special case of acute convex polytopes. There it has been proven that every length minimizing closed billiard trajectory in the more general class of acute convex bodies in R n is regular and has at most n`1 bouncing points.
Since every dihedral acute angled simplex (cf. [9] for a survey on the simplices' dihedral angles) is an acute convex polytope the same regularity result holds for these simplices (this is already known from Corollary 1.2 in [1] ). In order to emphasize the significance of Theorem 1.3 it remains to understand the difference between acute convex polytopes and acute simplices: Is there any acute polytope which is not a simplex? We discuss this question at the end of Section 4.
In this paper we attach particular importance to various examples. These include counterexamples for what at first seem rather natural conclusions concerning (length minimizing) closed billiard trajectories within sections of the billiard Example E ). This can even appear for the unique length minimizing closed billiard trajectory (cf. Example F ). (iv) A length minimizing closed billiard trajectory in T Ă R n can have bouncing points in vertices as well as in more than 0-dimensional faces of T (cf. Examples E and F ). Let us briefly present the structure of this paper. In Section 2 we discuss properties of closed billiard trajectories in convex bodies. In Section 3 and 4 we prove our first and second regularity result, respectively. In Section 5 we provide various examples concerning above listed statements.
Properties of closed billiard trajectories
We start by recalling the statements of the following useful Lemma for which for a convex body T Ă R n we first define F pT q :" tF : F is a set of points in R n that cannot be translated intoT u,
whereT denotes the interior of T in R n , and write for the sake of simplicity pp 1 , ..., p m q P F pT q while we actually mean tp 1 , ..., p m u P F pT q. (i) Let T Ă R n be a convex set and F a finite set of at least n`1 points in R n . Then there is a translate of T that covers F if and only if every choice of n`1 points of F can be covered by a translate of T . (ii) Let T Ă R n be a convex body and F a set of points p 1 , ..., p m P R n . Then F P F pT q is equivalent to: There is a translate T 1 of T and there are closed half-spaces H1 , ..., Hm of R n such that ‚ p j P BHj for all j P t1, ..., mu, ‚T 1 X BHj " H for all j P t1, ..., mu, ‚ T 1 Ď Hj for all j P t1, ..., mu, ‚ Ş m j"1 Hj is nearly bounded, i.e. it lies between two parallel hyperplanes. (iii) Let T Ă R n be a billiard table and p " pp 1 , ..., p m q a closed billiard trajectory in T . Then we have p P F pT q.
We note that 2.1(i) can be equivalently (by contraposition applied onT ) expressed by: Let T Ă R n be a convex set. A set F of at least n`1 points in R n is in F pT q if and only if there is a choice of n`1 points out of F that is in F pT q.
Furthermore, we recall the following characterisation of length minimizing closed billiard trajectories: Theorem 2.2 (Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 2.4 in [4] ). Let T Ă R n be a billiard table. Then every length minimizing closed billiard trajectory in T has at most n`1 bouncing points. Moreover, every length minimizing closed billiard trajectory in T is a length minimizing element of F pT q and, conversely, every length minimizing element of F pT q can be translated to a length minimizing closed billiard trajectory in T .
We note that Theorem 2.2 is an existence result for closed billiard trajectories in arbitrary billiard tables: Let T Ă R n be any billiard table. Then there is a closed billiard trajectory in T (with at most n`1 bouncing points). This can be easily concluded by a compactness argument applied on the set of closed polygonal lines in F pT q combined with the d H -continuity, i.e. continuity with respect to the Hausdorff distance d H , of the length functional.
We continue by stating the following property of closed billiard trajectories: Proof. Since p " pp 1 , ..., p m q is a closed billiard trajectory in T there are Tsupporting hyperplanes H 1 , ..., H m in R n through p 1 , ..., p m such that p j minimizes (4) ||s p j´pj´1 ||`||p j`1´s p j || over all s p j P H j for all j P t1, ..., mu. Since T X V contains p it follows that p j minimizes (4) over all s p j P H j X V for all j P t1, ..., mu. This implies that p is a billiard trajectory in T X V .
Clearly, the converse is not true: We can imagine an affine section T X V of T that can be translated intoT . Then every closed billiard trajectory p in T X V can be translated intoT . But by Lemma 2.1(iii) then p cannot be a closed billiard trajectory in T .
In Section 5 (cf. Examples A, B, C and D) we will see that generally the length minimality of a closed billiard trajectory in T is not invariant under going to (smallest) affine sections of T containing the closed billiard trajectory.
For what follows it will be useful to reformulate the billiard reflection rule in the sense of the following Proposition 2.4. For that we denote the pn´1q-dimensional unit sphere of R n by S n´1 . Proposition 2.4. Let T Ă R n be a billiard table. A closed polygonal line with vertices p 1 , ..., p m on BT is a closed billiard trajectory in T if and only if there are vectors n 1 , ..., n m P S n´1 such that
is fulfilled for all j P t1, ..., mu (here we write p m`1 " p 1 and n m`1 " n 1 ). Figure 3 . The visualization of (5).
Proof. Let p " pp 1 , ..., p m q be a closed polygonal line with vertices on BT . Let us assume there are vectors n 1 , ..., n m P S n´1 which together with p fulfill (5) . Then for all j P t1, ..., mu there is a unit vector n T pp j`1 q P N T pp j`1 q such that # p j`1´pj " λ j n j , λ j ą 0, n j`1´nj "´µ j`1 n T pp j`1 q, µ j`1 ą 0, holds. We define H 1 , ..., H m to be the T -supporting hyperplanes in R n through p 1 , ..., p m which are normal to n T pp 1 q, ..., n T pp m q. Then the following holds for all j P t1, ..., mu:
Therefore, for all j P t1, ..., mu p j extremizes (6) ||s p j´pj´1 ||`||p j`1´s p j || over all s p j P H j near p j . Since for all j P t1, ..., mu (6) is a convex function with respect to s p j it follows for all j P t1, ..., mu that p j is a global minimizer of (6) over all s p j P H j . Therefore the billiard reflection rule is fulfilled in p j for all j P t1, ..., mu. Eventually p is a closed billiard trajectory in T .
Conversely, let us assume p " pp 1 , ..., p m q is a closed billiard trajectory in T . Then there are T -supporting hyperplanes H 1 , ..., H m in R n through p 1 , ..., p m such that for all j P t1, ..., mu p j minimizes (6) over all s p j P H j . By Lagrange's multiplier theorem this means
where n T pp j q is the outer unit vector normal to H j , for all j P t1, ..., mu. Scalar multiplication with n T pp j q gives µ j ą 0 for all j P t1, ..., mu. If we define (7) n j :" pp j`1´pj q{λ j , λ j :" ||p j`1´pj ||, j P t1, ..., mu, and consider n T pp j q P N T pp j q for all j P t1, ..., mu then (5) is fulfilled for p together with the unit vectors n 1 , ..., n m defined in (7) .
The proof of Proposition 2.4 shows even more: A closed polygonal line with vertices p 1 , ..., p m on BT is a closed billiard trajectory in T with H 1 , ..., H m the T -supporting hyperplanes which are associated to the billiard reflection rule if and only if there are vectors n 1 , ..., n m P S n´1 such that
is fulfilled for all j P t1, ..., mu where we denoted the outer unit normal vectors at H 1 , ..., H m by n H1 , ..., n Hm .
The following rather obvious Proposition is needed within the proof of Theorem 1.2. It follows immediately from within the proof of Proposition 2.4. Proposition 2.5. Let T Ă R n be a billiard table and p " pp 1 , ..., p m q a closed billiard trajectory in T . Then for every j P t1, ..., mu there is only one T -supporting hyperplane through p j for which the billiard reflection rule in p j is fulfilled.
Proof. This claim follows from the fact that the outer unit vector n T pp j q normal to H j is uniquely determined by the condition
which arises from Lagrange's multiplier theorem as within the converse implication of the proof of Proposition 2.4.
The next two Propositions make a statement on the positional relationship of the hyperplanes which determine the billiard reflection rule. Proposition 2.6. Let T Ă R n be a billiard table, p " pp 1 , ..., p m q a closed billiard trajectory in T and T X V the smallest affine section of T containing p. Then the convex cone spanned by the outer unit vectors n T pp 1 q, ..., n T pp m q which are normal to the T -supporting hyperplanes H 1 , ..., H m through p 1 , ..., p m associated to the billiard reflection rule is V 0 , where V 0 is the vector subspace underlying V .
Proof. Since p is a closed billiard trajectory in T and T X V an affine section of T containing p the vectors
are all in V 0 . Since T X V is the smallest affine section containing p it follows that the convex cone spanned by the vectors in (8) actually is V 0 . From the proof of Proposition 2.4 it follows that there are n 1 , ..., n m P S n´1 (cf. (7) for the definition) such that
holds for all j P t1, ..., mu. From p j`1´pj " λ j n j , λ j ą 0, for all j P t1, ..., mu it follows that the convex cone spanned by n 1 , ..., n m is V 0 and the same is true for the convex cone spanned by n 2´n1 , ..., n m´nm´1 , n 1´nm .
Then
n j`1´nj "´µ j`1 n T pp j`1 q, µ j`1 ą 0, for all j P t1, ..., mu implies that the convex cone spanned by
.., p m q a closed billiard trajectory in T and T X V the smallest affine section of T containing p. Let H1 , ..., Hm be the T -supporting half-spaces of R n which are bounded by the hyperplanes H 1 , ..., H m through p 1 , ..., p m which are related to the billiard reflection rule. Further, let W be the orthogonal complement to V . Then we can write
and have that
Hj is nearly bounded in R n .
Proof. By Proposition 2.6 the convex cone spanned by the outer unit vectors normal to H 1 , ..., H m is the vector subspace V 0 that underlies the affine subspace V . This implies on the one hand that we can write (9) H j " pH j X V q ' W and Hj " pHj X V q ' W for all j P t1, ..., mu and on the other hand that
The latter fact implies that there are hyperplanes H and H`d, d P V 0 , in V such that (10) lies in-between. With (9) this implies that
lies between the hyperplanes H ' W and pH`dq ' W in R n and therefore H1 X ... X Hm is nearly bouded in R n .
Considering Lemma 2.1(ii) we note that with Proposition 2.7 we have subsequently provided a proof of Lemma 2.1(iii).
The following Proposition is a preparation for the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Proposition 2.8. Let T Ă R n be a billiard table, p " pp 1 , ..., p m q a closed billiard trajectory in T and T X V the smallest affine section of T containing p. Then there is a selection ti 1 , ..., i dim V`1 u Ď t1, ..., mu such that
Proof. If dim V " n then the claim follows immediately by Lemma 2.1(i)&(iii). This is also the case when m " dim V`1.
Let dim V ď mintn´1, m´2u. Since p is a closed billiard trajectory in T there are T -supporting hyperplanes H 1 , ..., H m through p 1 , ..., p m for which the billiard reflection rule is fulfilled. Proposition 2.7 implies on the one hand that we can write
for all j P t1, ..., mu, where W is the orthogonal complement to V and H1 , ..., Hm are the closed half-spaces defined by BHj " H j and T Ă Hj for all j P t1, ..., mu, and on the other hand that
Indeed, let us assume this is not the case. Then it follows by Lemma 2.1(ii) that for every selection ti 1 , ..., i dim V`1 u Ă t1, ..., mu tp i1 , ..., p i dim V`1 u can be translated into the interior of T X V . By Lemma 2.1(i) this implies that tp 1 , ..., p m u can be translated into the interior of T X V . But again with Lemma 2.1(ii) this is a contradiction 1 to the fact that (12) is bounded in V and the claim is proven.
We conclude that (13) lies between two parallel hyperplanes in V , say H and H`d where d is an element of the vector subspace V 0 that underlies the affine subspace V . By applying (11) it follows that
lies between the two parallel hyperplanes H ' W and pH`dq ' W in R n , i.e. it is nearly bounded in R n . By Lemma 2.1(ii) it follows that
We remark that the statement of Proposition 2.8 is not true when requiring p just to be a closed polygonal line in F pT q (and not a closed billiard trajectory in T ). To see this we consider the following example in R 5 which has been comminucated to us by A. Abbondandolo:
We start from four convex bodies K 1 , K 2 , K 3 , K 4 in R 3 with the following two properties:
(a) the intersection of all of them is empty; (b) the intersection of any three of them has non-empty interior. One has these examples because Helly's theorem is sharp. Then we consider the four vertices of a square in R 2 :
Now let T be the convex hull in R 5 " R 2ˆR3 of the union of the following four sets:
T projects onto the square, but (a) implies that each section of T that is parallel to R 2ˆt 0u has area smaller than 1.
Indeed, we take any w P R 3 and look at the section T X pR 2ˆw q. By the definition of T the points in this section are of the form pv, wq with
where w j is in K j and the λ j 's are positive and add up to one. In particular, this section is contained in Qˆw, where Q denotes the square with vertices v j . This section cannot contain all the four points pv j , wq. In fact, assume that it contains the point pv 1 , wq. Then (14) and the fact that v 1 is an extremal point of Q imply that w belongs to K 1 , as all the λ j 's with j ą 1 must vanish in (14). Since any given w in R 3 belongs to at most three of the K j 's, the claim is proven. Being a closed set that is contained in Qˆw and does not contain pv j , wq for at least one j, the section T X pR 2ˆw q has area strictly smaller than 1. Since the area of the intersection of a convex body with R 2ˆw is an upper semicontinuous function of w, all the sections of T by planes parallel to R 2ˆt 0u have area less than A for some A ă 1.
We choose as p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , p 4 the points
for t ą 0 so small that the area of the square with the vertices p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , p 4 is larger than A (while smaller than 1). Then tp 1 , p 2 , p 3 , p 4 u P F pT q because any translation of these points will enclose a square that is too big to be contained in a section of T parallel to R 2ˆt 0u. However, any triplet from tp 1 , p 2 , p 3 , p 4 u is not in F pT q: Consider without loss of generality the triplet tp 1 , p 2 , p 3 u. By (b), there is a point w in the interior of K 1 X K 2 X K 3 . Then the section R 2ˆt wu contains a translated copy of the triangle with vertices v 1 , v 2 , v 3 and tp 1 , p 2 , p 3 u can be translated into the interior of such triangle, and hence into the interior of T . This proofs the claim. The next two statements, i.e. Lemma 2.9 and Proposition 2.10, give insights on how to translate sets of finitely many points on the boundary of convex polytopes. Lemma 2.9 is the general version while Proposition 2.10 considers the bouncing points of closed billiard trajectories. The latter is the main ingredient for the proof of Theorem 1.3. Lemma 2.9. Let P Ă R n be a convex polytope. Every set of m ď n´1 points on BP can be translated to a position where all the points still are on its original facets but at least one of them is a nonsmooth boundary point of P .
Proof. To illustrate the argument we start with the case n " 3. The facets of P are two-dimensional and we assume to have two points p 1 , p 2 in the interiors of two of the facets. There are two cases: either the P -supporting hyperplanes associated to the two facets have no intersection or their intersection is a one-dimensional straight line. The first case is trivial since we can choose any direction (parallel to the facets) for translating tp 1 , p 2 u without p 1 , p 2 leaving the facets until at least one of these points is a nonsmooth boundary point of P . For the second case there is one uniquely determined direction (up to orientation) given by the already mentioned one-dimensional straight line along which translating tp 1 , p 2 u is possible without p 1 , p 2 leaving the facets until at least one of these points is a nonsmooth boundary point of P .
We generalize this argument to higher dimensions: Let p 1 , ..., p m , m ď n1 , be interior points of facets F 1 , ..., F m of P . Let H 1 , ..., H m be the supporting hyperplanes of F 1 , ..., F m and suppose c 1 , ..., c m P R n are chosen such that H 1c 1 , ..., H m`cm are pn´1q-dimensional vector subspaces of R n . We conclude dim m č j"1 pH j`cj q " n´1´pm´1q " n´m ě 1 ą 0. Now tp 1 , ..., p m u can be translated in directions given by vectors in m č j"1 pH j`cj q while p 1 , ..., p m are not leaving F 1 , ..., F m until at least one of these points is a nonsmooth boundary point of P . Proposition 2.10. Let P Ă R n be a convex polytope. Every regular closed billiard trajectory in P with m ď n bouncing points can be translated into a closed nonregular, i.e. not regular billiard trajectory.
Proof. Let p " pp 1 , ..., p m q be a regular closed billiard trajectory in P with m ď n and let P X V be the smallest affine section of P containing p.
If m ď n´1 then we apply Lemma 2.9 on the set of bouncing points tp 1 , ..., p m u. Let p`c, c P R n , be the translated set in the sense of Lemma 2.9, i.e. at least one of the points p 1`c , ..., p m`c is a nonsmooth boundary point of P . (We argue below that p`c is a closed billiard trajectory in P .)
Let m " n and p 1 , ..., p m be interior points of facets F 1 , ..., F m of P . Let H 1 , ..., H m be the supporting hyperplanes of F 1 , ..., F m . Applying Proposition 2.6 we can choose c 1 , ..., c m P V 0 (for instance as positive/negative multiples of the unit vectors normal to H 1 , ..., H m ), where V 0 is the vector subspace of R n that underlies the affine subspace V , such that H 1`c1 , ..., H m`cm are pn´1q-dimensional vector subspaces of R n . Based on the fact that pp 1 , ..., p m q is a closed billiard trajectory in P we claim that
Then, analogously to the proof of Lemma 2.9, tp 1 , ..., p m u can be translated in directions given by vectors in (16) m č j"1 pH j`cj q while p 1 , ..., p m are not leaving F 1 , ..., F m until at least one of these points is a nonsmooth boundary point of P . Let p`c with c P R n in (16) be this translate.
(We argue below that p`c is a closed billiard trajectory in P .) We justify (15): Since m " n the affine section P X V of P has dimension less or equal than n´1. Since p is a closed billiard trajectory in P it follows by Proposition 2.7 that we can write H j " pH j X V q ' W and pH j X V q K W for all j P t1, ..., mu, where we denote by W the pn´dim V q-dimensional orthogonal complement to V . Using that c 1 , ..., c m where chosen to be vectors in V 0 we can write
for all j P t1, ..., mu and therefore
By using Proposition 2.4 we argue that p`c (for m ď n´1 as well as for m " n) is a closed billiard trajectory in P : Since p is a closed billiard trajectory in P there are unit vectors n 1 , ..., n m P S n´1 such that # p j`1´pj " λ j n j , λ j ą 0 n j`1´nj P´N P pp j`1 q is fulfilled for all j P t1, ..., mu, where N P pp 1 q, ..., N P pp m q are one-dimensional since p 1 , ..., p m are smooth boundary points of P . Then with N P pp j q Ď N P pp j`c q for all j P t1, ..., mu it follows that p 1`c , ..., p m`c fulfill # pp j`1`c q´pp j`c q " p j`1´pj " λ j n j n j`1´nj P´N P pp j`1 q Ď´N P pp j`1`c q for all j P t1, ..., mu. Therefore Proposition 2.4 implies that p`c is a closed billiard trajectory in P .
A consequence of Proposition 2.10 is: If there is a length minimizing closed billiard trajectory in a convex polytope P with less than n`1 bouncing points then there always is a nonregular length minimizing closed billiard trajectory.
We briefly note that the opposite is not the case: There are convex polytopes in R n with closed inscribed nonregular billiard trajectories with ď n bouncing points that cannot be translated into a regular one (cf. for instance the length minimizing closed billiard trajectory in Example F discussed in Section 5).
Proof of Theorem 1.2
In order to prove Theorem 1.2 it will be useful to formulate the following Lemma: Lemma 3.1. Let H1 , ..., Hk be half-spaces of R dě2 such that H1 X ... X Hk is bounded in R d . Let n 1 , ..., n k be the outer (with respect to H1 , ..., Hk ) unit vectors normal to H 1 , ..., H k . The following holds for every j P t1, ..., ku: There is an ε j ą 0 such that
Hìi s bounded in R d for all H perp j :" BpH pert,j q whose outer unit normal vector is an element of S d´1 X B εj pn j q, where by B εj pn j q we denote the d-dimensional ball of radius ε j fixed in n j .
Proof. The statement is equivalent to the following one: Let n 1 , ..., n k P S d´1 be unit vectors with 0 in the interior of the convex hull convtn 1 , ..., n k u. Then for every j P t1, ..., ku there is an ε j ą 0 such that 0 is in the interior of convtn 1 , ..., n j´1 , n pert j , n j`1 , ..., n k u for every n pert j P S d´1 X B εj pn j q.
But this is clear since for every j P t1, ..., ku the fact "0 is in the interior of convtn 1 , ..., n k u"
is invariant under small perturbations of n j .
We come to the proof of Theorem 1.2:
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let p " pp 1 , ..., p m q be a length minimizing closed billiard trajectory in T and T X V the smallest affine section containing p, i.e. dim V ď mintn, m´1u. Then by Proposition 2.8 there is a selection ti 1 , ..., i dim V`1 u Ď t1, ..., mu with tp i1 , ..., p i dim V`1 u P F pT q.
Without loss of generality we can assume i 1 ă ... ă i dim V`1 and define the closed polygonal line
For m ą dim V`1 it follows pr pq ă ppq. But with Theorem 2.2 this is a contradiction to the minimality of p. Therefore it follows dim V " m´1. Let us denote by H1 , ..., Hm the closed half-spaces defined by BHj " H j and T Ď Hj for all j P t1, ..., mu, where by H 1 , ..., H m we denote the T -supporting hyperplanes through p 1 , ..., p m which are related to the billiard reflection rule in these points. By Proposition 2.7 we conclude that
where W is the orthogonal complement to V , and
Hj nearly bounded in R n¸.
Let n 1 , ..., n m be the outer unit vectors normal to H 1 , ..., H m . Then it follows by (17) that n j P N T pp j q X V 0 and therefore dim pN T pp j q X V 0 q ě 1 for all j P t1, ..., mu.
Let us assume there is an i P t1, ..., mu such that
Noting the closed half-space of V that contains T XV and which is bounded by H pert i,V which is the hyperplane in V through p i that is normal to n pert i . Since by Proposition 2.5 the billiard reflection rule in p i (as bouncing point of the closed billiard trajectory p in T X V , cf. Proposition 2.3) is no longer fulfilled with respect to the perturbed hyperplane H pert i,V , the bouncing point p i can be moved along H pert i,V , say to pi , in order to reduce the length of the polygonal line segment pp i´1 , p i , p i`1 q. We define the closed polygonal line r p :" pp 1 , ..., p i1 , pi , p i`1 , ..., p 3 q, for which with the boundedness of (19) in V we conclude r p P F pT X V q by Lemma 2.1(ii is an element of N T pp i q) we conclude that T is a subset of the intersection in (21). Then it followss from the nearly boundedness (in R n ) of the intersection in (21) together with Lemma 2.1(ii) that r p P F pT q. By refering to Theorem 2.2 from pr pq ă ppq we derive a contradiction to the minimality of p.
Therefore: dim pN T pp i q X V 0 q " 1.
Proof of Theorem 1.3
Before we prove Theorem 1.3 we need the following Lemma whose proof was brought to the authors' attention by A. Balitskiy: Lemma 4.1. Let P Ă R n be an acute convex polytope. Then for every nonsmooth boundary point p of P and for every ray ρ Ă N P ppq there is a section N P ppq X τ by a two-dimensional plane τ Ą ρ that contains an angle greater than π{2.
Proof. Let p be a nonsmooth boundary point of P . Then p lies in the relative interior of a k-face F k , 0 ď k ď n´2. For a ray ρ Ă N P ppq we would like to find a two-dimensional plane τ Ą ρ such that N P ppq X τ is an obtuse angle. Equivalently, we need to place P in an acute dihedral angle H1 X H2 (bounded by hyperplanes H 1 and H 2 ) such that p P H 1 X H 2 and pH 1 X H 2 q K ρ. Take H 1 to be the spanning hyperplane of any facet F containing F k . Let be the one-dimensional subspace normal to F (and H 1 ). Consider the cylinder F` . The acuteness of dihedral angles of P implies that the cylinder contains P . Let H 2 be a supporting hyperplane for the cylinder at p such that pH 1 X H 2 q K ρ. Since BpF` q X P is the relative boundary of F one can tilt H 2 slightly with respect to H 1 X H 2 such that the dihedral angle containing P becomes acute.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. The proof uses Theorem 1.2, Proposition 2.10 and Lemma 4.1 combined with the proof of Theorem 3.3 in [1] which is based on the fact that for any closed nonregular billiard trajectory p " pp 1 , ..., p m q in P there is a closed polygonal line r p " pr p 1 , ..., r p m`1 q P F pP q with pr pq ă ppq. We briefly rephrase the argument on which is based the proof of Theorem 3.3. in [1] : Let p " pp 1 , ..., p m q be any nonregular closed billiard trajectory in P . Then there is a nonsmooth boundary point p i of P . The acuteness of P guarantees with Lemma 4.1 the existence of a two-dimensional plane τ containing the ray emanating from p i with direction n P pp i q P N P pp i q opposite to the bisector of the polygonal Figure 4 . The billiard trajectory segment pp i´1 , p i , p i`1 q is replaced by the polygonal line segment pp i´1 , pi´1, pi`1, p i`1 q. segment pp i´1 , p i , p i`1 q which cuts from p i`NP pp i q an angle greater than π{2. We denote the vectors of the sides of the angle τ X pp i`NP pp iby n l i , n r i . Without loss of generality we may assume that for n " 2 p i´1 and n l i lie on one side with respect to n P pp i q and p i`1 and n r i lie on the other side. We denote by H l i , H r i the P -supporting hyperplanes through p i normal to n l i , n r i . We reflect p i´1 , p i`1 at H l i , H r i respectively and obtain points p 1 i´1 , p 1 i`1 . We note that the angle of the polygonal segment pp 1 i´1 , p i , p 1 i`1 q is less than π since p 1 i´1 , p 1 i`1 lie in the open halfspace bounded by the P -supporting hyperplane H i through p i which is normal to n P pp i q. Let pi´1, pi`1 be the points of intersection of the line segment pp 1 i´1 , p 1 i`1 q with H l i and H r i . Then it follows by triangle inequality that
Thus, if we replace the billiard trajectory segment pp i´1 , p i , p i`1 q by the polygonal line segment pp i´1 , pi´1, pi`1, p i`1 q then we have pr pq ă ppq. Since n P pp i q is a positive combination of n l i and n r i the normals at the vertices of r p still surround the origin (cf. Lemma 2.1(ii)). This guarantees r p P F pT q. Let us assume there is a length minimizing closed billiard trajectory p " pp 1 , ..., p m q in P with m ď n. Then with Proposition 2.10 p can be translated within P to a nonregular closed billiard trajectory p`c, c P R n . Then, as shown above, there exists a closed polygonal line r p " pr p 1 , ..., r p m`1 q P F pP q with pr pq ă pp`cq " ppq. But because of the minimality of p this is a contradiction to Theorem 2.2. Together with Theorem 1.2 this implies the stated regularity result. Theorem 1.3 and geometrical considerations make us formulate the following conjecture:
Conjecture. Every acute convex polytope in R n is a simplex.
The conjecture is true for n " 2. Indeed, the formula for the sum of the interior angles of any convex polygon P with k ě 3 edges is pk´2qπ. We conclude min P convex polygon with k vertices max α interior angle of P α " pk´2qπ k
Therefore every acute convex polygon must have three edges, i.e. a simplex.
It remains an open problem whether this approach can be generalized to higher dimensions (below we will prove the conjecture for n " 3 using a different argument).
Conversely, a sufficient condition for a counterexample, i.e. an acute convex polytope which is not a simplex, is that the sum of all dihedral angles is greater than`n 2˘π . For that we recall that Gaddum proved in [5] that the sum of the`n`1 2d ihedral angles of a simplex in R n lies between n 2´1 4 π and`n 2˘π and the sum can take any value in this range.
Another sufficient condition for a counterexample is that the sum of all dihedral angles is greater or equal than kπ 2 , where k is the number of dihedral angles. Otherwise, if there is an acute simplex with dihedral angle sum greater or equal than kπ 2 , then, using the argument in (22) generalized to higher dimensions, there is at least one angle greater or equal π 2 . This is a contradiction to the acuteness. Since k has to be greater or equal than`n`1 2˘( simplices are minimizing the number of dihedral angles over all convex polytopes) we get that a sufficient condition for a counterexample is that the sum of the dihedral angles is greater than`n`1 2˘π 2 " π 4 pn`1qn which for n ě 4 is even smaller than`n 2˘π " π 2 npn´1q (and equal for n " 3). This implies an improvement of Gaddum's result for the special case of dihedral acute angled simplices: Proposition 4.2. Let ∆ n Ă R n be an acute simplex, i.e. dihedral acute angled simplex. Then the sum of the`n`1 2˘d ihedral angles lies between n 2´1 4 π and`n`1 2˘π 2 .
Let us briefly argue that the conjecture is also true for n " 3: Let P be any acute convex polytope in R 3 . Let F 1 be a facet of P and G 1 , ..., G k the facets of F 1 (without loss of generality we have G j X G j`1 ‰ H for all j P t1, ..., ku, where we write G k`1 " G 1 ). Assume F 1 is not a simplex, then k ě 4. Without loss of generality we assume F 1 XF 2 " G 1 , ..., F 1 XF k`1 " G k , where F 2 , ..., F k`1 are other (pairwise distinct) facets of P . All dihedral angles between F 1 and F 2 , ..., F k`1 are acute. If one of the angles enclosed by G j and G j`1 is not acute, then also the dihedral angle between F j`1 and F j`2 -which is greater or equal than the angle between G j and G j`1 -are not acute (we write F k`2 " F 2 ). This would be contradiction to the fact that P is acute. Therefore, F 1 is a simplex, i.e. k " 3. Now we argue that F 1 , F 2 , F 3 , F 4 are the only facets of P : Let us assume there is another facet F 5 . Then, necessarily F 5 has nonempty intersection with F 2 , F 3 and F 4 and since the dihedral angles between F 1 and F 2 , F 3 , F 4 are all acute it follows that the orthogonal projection of F 5 onto the hyperplane supporting F 1 is contained inF 1 . This implies that at least one of the dihedral angles between F 5 and F 2 , F 3 , F 4 is not acute. Again, this would be a contradiction to the fact that P is acute. This implies that F 1 , F 2 , F 3 and F 4 are the only facets of P and therefore P is a simplex.
Regardless of the fact that (for general dimension) some technical details need to be clarified, this proof-method also seems promising for proving the conjecture for general dimension.
Examples
We begin by noting that in Proposition 2.3 in general the length minimality of a closed billiard trajectory is not invariant under going to affine sections of the billiard table containing this trajectory.
More precisely, let T Ă R n be a billiard table and p " pp 1 , ..., p m q a length minimizing closed billiard trajectory in T . If T X V is an affine section of T containing p then p may not be a length minimizing closed billiard trajectory in T X V .
In the following we denote the px i , x j q-plane of R 3 by X i,j (for i, j P t1, 2, 3u, i ‰ j).
Example A: Let T Ă R 3 be the convex hull of the points´1 2 , 0, 0˘,`1 2 , 0, 0˘, p0, 0, 1q,`´1 2 ,´1 2 , 0˘,`1 2 ,´1 2 , 0˘,`0,´1 2 , 1˘. One checks that p " pp 1 , p 2 q with
s a length minimizing closed billiard trajectory in T with ppq " 1. We define T X V to be the affine section of T where V :" X 1,2``0 , 0, 3 4˘.
One checks that r p " pr p 1 , r p 2 q with
s a length minimizing closed billiard trajectory in T X V with pr pq " 1 2 ă ppq. Therefore p is not a length minimizing closed billiard trajectory in T X V .
In the above described situation p may not even locally minimize the length of closed polygonal lines in F pT X V q.
Example B : Let T Ă R 3 be the convex hull of the points p0, 0, 0q, p4, 0, 0q, p0,´4, 0q ,`1 6 5 ,´1 2 5 , 0˘, p0, 0, 8q , p0,´4, 8q. One checks that p " pp 1 , p 2 q with p 1 " p0, 0, 4q and p 2 "`8 5 ,´1 6 5 , 4ȋ s a length minimizing closed billiard trajectory in T with ppq " 16 5 ?
5 . If we define V :" X 1,2`p 0, 0, 4q then T X V is an affine section of T containing p and is given by the vertices p0, 0, 4q, p2, 0, 4q,`8 5 ,´1 6 5 , 4˘, p0,´4, 4q. By slightly moving p 2 clockwise along BpT X V q (we denote this slightly perturbed p 2 by r p 2 ) the closed polygonal line r p " pp 1 , r p 2 q is in F pT XV q but not in F pT q (since π 1,2 pr p 2 q is in the interior of π 1,2 pT q). Additionally one has pr pq ă ppq. Therefore p does not locally minimize the length of closed polygonal lines in F pT X V q.
The picture illustrates π 1,2 pT q. The same can be shown for the smallest affine sections containing length minimizing closed billiard trajectories: Let T Ă R n be a billiard table and p " pp 1 , ..., p m q a length minimizing closed billiard trajectory in T . Let T X V be the smallest affine section of T containing p. Then p may not be a length minimizing closed billiard trajectory in T X V . Example C : Let T Ă R 3 be the convex hull of the points p0, 0, 0q, p1, 0, 0q,´1 2 , 0,
2¯, p0,´2, 0q, p1,´2, 0q. One checks that p " pp 1 , p 2 , p 3 q with p 1 "`1 2 ,´1, 0˘, p 2 "´1 4 ,´1,
is a length minimizing closed billiard trajectory in T (it is the Fagnano triangle of the affine section T X X 1,3 translated by p0,´1, 0q). If we define V :" X 1,3`p 0,´1, 0q
then T X V is the smallest affine section of T containing p. One checks that r p " pp 1 , r p 2 q with r p 2 "´1 2 ,´1,
s a length minimizing closed billiard trajectory in T X V (with r p R F pT q) but pr pq ă ppq. Therefore p is not a length minimizing closed billiard trajectory in T X V .
Again, in the situation described in Example C p may not even locally minimize the length of closed polygonal lines in F pT X V q.
Example D: We consider T , V and p " pp 1 , p 2 , p 3 q from Example C. We slightly move p 2 clockwise along BpT X V q. We denote this slightly perturbed p 2 by s p δ 2 " p 1 4`δ ,´1, For the first statement within (iii) we consider Example E, for the second Example F. Examples E and F are also suitable in order to prove the statements in (iv): for the first we refer to Example E (p 2 3 as bouncing point of the length minimizing closed billiard trajectory p 2 is a vertex of T ε ), for the second to Example F (p 3 as bouncing point of the unique length minimizing closed billiard trajectory p is an interior point of an one-dimensional face of T Ă R 3 ).
We remark that Examples E and F both are convex polytopes. Nevertheless, this examples proving the statements in (iii) and (iv) are not restricted to convex polytopes. One can check that both Example E as well as Example F can be made strictly convex without losing the characteristics utilized within the proofs of (iii) and (iv).
Example E : Let T ε Ă R 3 , ε ą 0 small, be the convex polytope given by the vertices p0, 0, 0q,´´1 2 , 0, 
and a P r0, 2s. Moreover, we claim that p 2 is not regular within the smallest affine section of T ε containing p 2 .
Indeed, for all a P r0, 2s p a is contained in the affine section T ε X V a of T ε , where V a :" X 1,3`p 0,´a, 0q, and is subset of the equilateral triangle ∆ a 1 given by the vertices p0,´a, 0q,´´1 2 ,´a,
2¯,´1 2 ,´a,
For all a P r0, 2s holds the following: It is pp a q " 3 2 and p a is coinciding with the Fagnano triangle of ∆ a 1 which is the unique length minimizing closed billiard trajectory in ∆ a 1 . Note that the Fagnano triangle is the only regular closed billiard trajectory in ∆ a 1 . The next longer closed billiard trajectories in ∆ a 1 have two bouncing points and length ? 3. By construction p a is a closed billiard trajectory in T ε as well as in T ε X V a : The hyperplanes in R 3 , respectively in V a , related to the billiard reflection rule are the one which are normal to the bisectors of the polygonal line segments pp a 1 , p a 2 , p a 3 q, pp a 2 , p a 3 , p a 1 q and pp a 3 , p a 1 , p a 2 q. Since d H pT ε X V a , ∆ a 1 q Ñ 0 for ε Ñ 0 we conclude for sufficiently small ε ą 0 that p a is the unique length minimizing closed billiard trajectory in T ε X V a .
We show that all other closed billiard trajectories in T ε have a length greater than 3 2 : Whenever we consider a closed billiard trajectory in T ε with one bouncing point on the front-facet T ε X V 0 and with another one on the back-facet T ε X V 2 of T ε , then it has a length greater or equal 4. For every other closed billiard trajectory p 1 in T ε we have π 1,3 pp 1 q`p0,´2, 0q P F pT ε X V 2 q, where by π 1,3 we denote the orthogonal projection onto X 1,3 . This follows from the fact that T ε X V b Ă T ε X V a for 0 ď a ă b ď 2. But this implies pp 1 q ě pπ 1,3 pp 1 q`p0,´2, 0qq ě pp 2 q " 3 2 . p a is regular in T ε X V a for all a P r0, 2q. This is due to the fact that T ε X V a is the smallest affine section of T ε containing p a and the normal cones N TεXV a pp a j q are one-dimensional for all j P t1, 2, 3u and all a P r0, 2q. In contrast to that, p 2 is not regular in T ε X V 2 : The normal cone N TεXV 2 pp 2 3 q is two-dimensional, i.e. p 2 3 is a nonsmooth boundary point of T ε X V 2 .
We clearly see why the argument used in the proof of Theorem 1.2 does not work: The T ε -supporting hyperplane H 3 through p 2 3 for which the billiard reflection rule is fulfilled is H 3 :" X 1,2`´0 , 0,
There is no way of perturbing H 3 to H pert 3 as required within the proof of Theorem 1.2 except for H pert 3 having nonempty intersection with the interior of T ε . Therefore (as already was the consequence of the above reasoning) it is not possible to construct a closed polygonal line r p 2 P F pT ε X V 2 q with pr p 2 q ă pp 2 q while guaranteeing r p 2 P F pT ε q. Example F : Let T ε Ă R 3 , ε ą 0 small, be the convex polytope given by the vertices p0, 0, 0q,´´1 2`ε ? 3 , 0, We claim that for sufficiently small ε ą 0 the unique length minimizing closed billiard trajectory in T ε is given by p " pp 1 , p 2 , p 3 q with p 1 "´´1 4 ,´1, Moreover, we claim that p 3 is not regular within the smallest affine section of T ε containing p. Indeed, p is contained in the affine section T ε X V with V :" X 1,3`p 0,´1, 0q.
T ε X V is given by the vertices p0,´1, 0q,´´1 2`ε ? 3 ,´1, p is coinciding with the Fagnano triangle of ∆ 1 which is the unique length minimizing closed billiard trajectory in ∆ 1 (with length 3 2 ). By construction p is a closed billiard trajectory in T ε as well as in T ε X V : The hyperplanes in R 3 , respectively in V , related to the billiard reflection rule are the one which are normal to the bisectors of the polygonal line segments pp 1 , p 2 , p 3 q, pp 2 , p 3 , p 1 q and pp 3 , p 1 , p 2 q. Since d H pT ε X V, ∆ 1 q Ñ 0 for ε Ñ 0
we conclude for sufficiently small ε ą 0, as in Example E, that p is the unique length minimizing closed billiard trajectory in T ε X V . We show that all other closed billiard trajectories in T ε have a length greater 3 2 . For that we first define the following facets of T ε : Let F 1 be the facet given as the intersection of T ε and the hyperplane through the pointś´1 2`ε ? Then we begin to argue: Again, as in Example E, we first notice that whenever we consider a closed billiard trajectory in T ε with one bouncing point on the frontfacet T ε X X 1,3 and another one on the back-facet T ε X pX 1,3`p 0,´2, 0qq of T ε , then it has a length greater or equal than 4.
Using the properties of (length minimizing) closed billiard trajectories from Section 2 we can check that for any other closed billiard trajectory p 1 in T ε , which is coming into question for minimizing the length, we have the following two cases:
